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IN THE COURT OF  CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE  AT SONITPUR, 
TEZPUR 

 
Present :  Debashish Saikia, A.J.S 
   Chief Judicial Magistrate,  
   Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 

 

G.R. CASE NO 1997/13 
U/S 417/406/506 IPC 

State 
vs 

 

Ratul Rajbanshi   … accused  
 

Appearances 
 

N Devi, Learned Addl PP                                                                                                                     
& N Saikia, Asstt PP      :   For the state 

 
N. M Goswami  

Ld Counsel     :   For the accused  

 
 

   Date of recording evidence  :  20-06-14  
      

  Date of hearing argument   :  09-12-2019 

   Date of judgment       :  21-12-2019 

J U D G M E N T 
 

1) The prosecution case in brief is as follows : 
 

Informant Smti Golapi Das lodged an ejahar on 12-8-13 stating inter-alia 

that since the month of Januar 2013, Ratul Rajbanshi (Ritu) had developed a 

relationship with her daughter Smti Juri Das and used to visit their house on and 

off.  In course of such visit Ratul also borrowed a sum of Rs 10,000/- and two 

mobile handsets on the pretext of giving the same as bribe for procuring a job. 

Thereafter, Ratul stopped visiting their house and later when the money along 

with the mobile handsets were asked to be returned, Ratul started to avoid them 

and even threatened them . Later it was revealed that Ratul  is a married person 

and that Ratul had therefore cheated them. Hence, the case. 
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2) On receipt of the ejahar, O/C, Tezpur P.S registered a case being Tezpur 

PS Case No 1016/13 U/S 406/420/506 IPC and started investigation of the same. 

On completion of investigation, police submitted the charge sheet against the 

accused Ratul Rajbanshi @ Ritu U/S 406/420/506 IPC 

 

 

3) Cognizance of the offence was taken, and process was issued against the 

accused. On appearance of the accused, copy of the case was furnished to him. 

Vide order dtd 24.01.14, one of my Ld Predecessor in chair framed a formal 

charge u/s 417/406/506 IPC  which on being read over and explained  the 

accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

4) Prosecution in order to prove its case, could examine only 1 (one) witness 

i.e the informant, and failed to procure the attendance of other witnesses. 

Prosecution evidence was finally closed when repeated issuance of processes and 

warrants against the witnesses did not yield any result.  The plea of the accused 

is that of total denial. Statement of the accused was recorded U/S 313 CrPC in 

which the accused denied to have committed the offence charged with. Accused 

however did not examine any witness. I have heard the argument advanced by 

the learned Counsel of both sides and carefully perused the evidences on record. 

   

 

 

5)   The point  for determination is : 

 

i. Whether the accused cheated the informant 
Golapi Das by dishonestly inducing her to 
deliver a sum of rupees  Rs 10,000/- and two 
mobile phones and thereby committed an 
offence punishable under Section 417 of IPC?  
 

ii. Whether the accused on 12-08-13 committed 
criminal intimidation by threatening Golapi 
Das with injury to her husband and thereby 
committed an offence punishable under 
Section 506 IPC? 

 
iii. Whether the accused being entrusted with a 

sum of rupees ten thousand and two mobile 
handsets converted the same to his own use 
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and thereby committed criminal breach of 
trust in respect of the said entrusted property 
and therby committed offence punishable u/s 
406 IPC? 
 

 
DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

6)   PW1 Smti Golapi Das is the informant of this case and she was 

examined on 20.6.14. In her evidence she stated that last year in the 

month of January 2013, accused along with a boy came to her house and 

having seen her daughter Juri Das at once liked her and thereafter love 

blossomed between her daughter and the accused and when they 

expressed their intention to marry each other, she asked the accused to 

brings his parents to her house. Accused told her that he worked with the 

forest department and that he had some outstanding dues at his office 

canteen and then took a loan of rupees ten thousand from her to clear 

his dues. According to her the accused also took two mobiles from her 

and till date, the accused did not return the mobile or the money. She 

further stated that as the accused assured to marry her daughter she 

herself went to the house of the accused, but on visiting the house of the 

accused she learnt that accused is a married man having two children and 

a wife. According to her the accused had cheated her and had also not 

returned her money. PW1 identified her ejahar as Ext.1 whereupon 

Ext.1(1) is her signature. This in nutshell is the evidence available on 

record. 

 

7)  From the evidence so adduced by the informant PW1, the ingredients 

of cheating as is required to sustain a charge u/s 417 IPC is completely 

missing. There is nothing in the evidence of the informant that the 

accused fraudulently or dishonestly induced her to part with the money 

and the mobile handsets so as to attract the offence of cheating. Similarly 

the allegation made by the informant also do not attract the ingredients 

of an offence u/s 406 IPC as no element of entrustment is noticed in the 

evidence of the informant. The evidence of the informant also nowhere 
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discloses that the accused in any way intimidated her, so as to attract the 

offence u/s 506IPC. From the evidence so adduced by the informant Pw1 

it is apparent that the accused by suppressing his married status 

developed a relationship with the daughter of the informant with a view 

to marry her and when the above fact was revealed the instant case was 

lodged. In my measured view the prosecution had miserably failed to 

establish its case beyond all reasonable doubt and as such the accused is 

held not guilty of the offences he is charged with.      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

O R D E R 

Accused Ratul Rajbangshi is acquitted of the charge u/s 417/406 and 506 

IPC and is set at liberty forthwith. 

The liability of the bailor is extended for 6(Six) months from today as per 

provision of the amended Cr.P.C. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on the 21st day of December’ 2019 at 

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

(Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
Dictated and corrected by me:- 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
     (Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
     Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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A P P E N D I X 
 
 
 
Prosecution witnesses :   
PW1 Smti Golapi Das 
 
 
Prosecution Exhibits:  
  
Ejahar   : Ext.1 
 
Defence witness and Exhibit:                  Nil. 
 
 
 

(Sri D Saikia) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


